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How to -KOMBUCHA

Easy to follow, step by step Kombucha brewing

UTENSILS

Glass Jars

Kitchen Paper

Rubber Bands

Stainless Steel pots

WHAT  IS  KOMBUCHA?

Congratulations for stepping onto the path of brewing your own kombucha!

It’s no magic potion or crazy cure-all, but kombucha tea offers some great potential

benefits. Thanks to the fermentation process, the tea is packed with probiotics,

particularly when raw or unpasteurized. These microorganisms are the “good” type of

bacteria similar to what occurs naturally in our intestines. Probiotics are great for overall

gut-health, de-bloating, lowering cholesterol, and helping to promote a healthy immune

system. Kombucha also contains B vitamins, known to promote energy, metabolism, and

cell proliferation and growth (which may be beneficial for hair, skin, and nails).

Kombucha’s fermentation process creates acetic acid, a substance also found in vinegar.

The acetic acid is what gives kombucha its mild carbonation, and these acids can also

help kill potentially harmful microorganisms, particularly infection-causing bacteria

and candida yeast, which can cause fungal infections

SCOBY - Symbiotic Colony of Bacteria

and Yeast

Starter Liquid

Sugar

Green or Black Tea Bags 

(No blends, no oils, bio if possible)

INGREDIENTS



Using a stainless steel  pot, boil water (check measurements below)

Once water has come to a boil, remove from heat and pour sugar, dissolve it.

Place tea bags in the mix, cover the pot and allow them to sit for 20 minutes.

Remove tea bags, leave the pot covered and let it cool down to room temperature.

Once at room temperature, place the sweet tea in a big glass jar, add the starter

liquid (first brew only) and add the scoby.

Cover with a kitchen paper and tighten with a rubber band.

Leave in a dark and warm enough place for the fermentation process to begin.

Bottle your kombucha and seal it, leave it in thesame dark and warm place for an

extra 3 days (bubbles form here).

Refrigerate and enjoy!
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Check the taste after 7 days, if too sweet keep checking each day for up to 12 days. If you

let it go too long it will become very vinegary. 

This process will be done each time for every new brew and you will always be leaving

liquid behind as your "starter liquid".

If you are wanting to add flavors, do so before refrigerating, fresh juice or ginger pulp is

best recommended.  

You can use a soda machine to carbonate your kombucha, just ensure you use glass

bottles. 

RECIPE  STEPS

MEASUREMENTS  & TROUBLESHOOTING

Initial Brew - starter liquid + 1 litre of water + 50g of sugar + 3 tea bags 

Following brews - 2 litres of water - 100g of sugar - 4 tea bags

CLEANLINESS IS KEY!!!

CHECK FOR MOLD - WHITE OR BLUE SPOTS ON THE SCOBY - DISCARD!

TEMPERATURE PLAYS A BIG ROLE - KEEP YOUR KOMBUCHA IN A DARK AND WARM

SPACE AS COLD WILL KILL THE BACTERIA AND CREATE MOLD.  


